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Universal Li-Ion Cell Electro-Thermal Model 
Richard Stocker, Asim Mumtaz, Paramjeet, Michele Braglia, Neophytos Lophitis
This paper describes and verifies a Li-ion cell electro-thermal
model and the associated data analysis process. It is designed to be
adaptable and give accurate results across all variations of 
operating conditions and cell design based only on time domain
voltage, current and temperature measurements. The creation of
this model required an analysis process ensuring consistency in
expressing the underlying cell behavior. This informed a flexible
modelling structure adaptable both to cell performance variations 
and the limitations of the available test data. The model has been
created with a combined thermal and electrical approach enabling
1D nodal distribution adaptable to both cylindrical and prismatic
cells. These features combine with an intelligent parameter
identification process identifying model structure and
parameterization across the usage range, adaptable to any Nickel-
Manganese-Cobalt Li-Ion cell. It is designed to retain physical
meaning and representation to each circuit element across the
temperature operating range. The model is verified in several 
different operating conditions through representative automotive
cycling on an 18650 cell and a BEV2 format prismatic cell,
representing the extremes of automotive cell design. The
consistency of the model parameters with real phenomena is also
analyzed and validated against Electrochemical Impedance
Spectroscopy data.
Index Terms— Lithium-Ion, battery cell, simulation, model,
time domain
I. INTRODUCTION
Simulated battery control strategy development necessitates
a plant model representative of real battery behavior. This
includes modelling nonlinear dependencies on parameters [1],
[2] and a highly dynamic voltage response including a range of
time constants spanning several orders of magnitude [2]–[4]. 
With rapid evolution of cell capabilities, having an easily
calibrated model adaptable to different cells is essential for
long-term usefulness. This is of particular importance for
automotive conditions, in which cell sizes, formats and
chemistries vary significantly [5]. An additional complication
is that internal cell design parameters are effectively hidden
states without employing potentially expensive cell dismantling
and chemical analysis. Finally, the model must be sufficiently
computationally efficient to be able to run in real time for
Hardware-in-the-Loop (HiL) testing and allow for quick
simulation of a variety of control strategies. These aspects are 
of importance for battery cell degradation analysis. Being able
to model individual physical contributions to impedance within
a cell provides a platform for these to be grouped and changed
based on individual cell ageing mechanism evolutions,
facilitating simulation of degradation and failure scenarios as 
part of a control system or vehicle level simulation. For this type 
of application, a large magnitude of simulations would be 
required, however sufficient detail of underlying cell physical 
behavior must be retained, necessitating a physically
representative yet computationally efficient model. Another
advantage of this approach is it would not limit to automotive
but across applications using Li-Ion cells.
Currently there is no clear winner in the automotive industry
for either chemistry or design. Li-Ion is an umbrella term for
battery cells based on lithium intercalation however the active
materials of both positive and negative electrodes can vary [5],
[6] and this affects all aspects of cell behavior including energy
capability, impedance and durability. For automotive 
applications the main positive electrode chemistry is Nickel-
Manganese-Cobalt (NMC), used by VW group, Nissan-Renault 
and BMW. Tesla use Nickel-Cobalt-Aluminum (NCA), and
have been discussed as using Lithium Ferro Phosphate (LFP)
for their Chinese entry level vehicles [7]. Cell designs also vary,
with 3 popular variants: Cylindrical, Prismatic and Pouch [8]. 
These a vary in size, with some manufacturers such as Tesla 
opting for a large amount of parallel small capacity cylindrical 
cells with others such as BMW using single strings of high
capacity prismatic cells. The range of Li-ion cells to be
modelled varies dramatically, and any model must be flexible
enough to easily adapt and characterize the cells across this
range to try different designs and configurations effectively.
Modelling approaches for Li-Ion cells can be classified into
3 main types: empirical, equivalent circuit, and physical [9]. 
Empirical models are simple models formulated directly by
fitting relationships to test data [10]. They are easy to construct 
and adapt to new cells, and lead to fast executing models. They
however lack the sophistication to deal with the dynamic effects
of the cell, limiting their accuracy to steady state conditions.
They also do not attempt to explain or differentiate the 
contributions of different effects within the cell, making them
difficult to adjust for ageing, which would scale impedance
contributions along different timescales independently
depending on which ageing mechanism is dominant [3].
Physical models are the antithesis to empirical models, with
the intention to model real physical cell behavior. There are a 
wide range of these available for Li-Ion cells, commonly based
on variations of the DUALFOIL model [11], [12]. These
approaches can be highly accurate, and importantly give
physical meaning behind the voltage responses, making them
consistent and representative over a range of usage conditions
and in dynamic profiles. Their downside is the level and depth
of information required to populate, which may not be available
to independent BMS developers without expensive chemical 
and physical testing. Methods have been developed to reduce
the requirements needed for parameterization [13], [14] and
simulation time [15], [16]. These approaches themselves are
complex, with inertia in adapting the models to different cell
designs and across chemistries. For degradation estimation
these models can be challenging as while there are extensions
to the DUALFOIL model to allow for individual degradation
mechanisms to be added such as Solid Electrolyte Interphase
(SEI) layer formation [11], electrode degradation [17] and
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2 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON TRANSPORT ELECTRIFICATION
lithium plating [18], a comprehensive addition of degradation
is very complex and difficult to transfer across chemistries.
Equivalent circuit models (ECM) fill the spectrum between
pure empirical and chemical models [19]. They can vary
dramatically in their objectives and functionality, with some 
being simple and still largely empirical, while others
incorporate electrochemical-principles in their design [20],
[21]. Most approaches use variations of an RCR model,
consisting of a resistor followed by a number of Resistor-
Capacitor pairs which give the model dynamic voltage response 
to current [22]–[25]. These models can be designed to give a
good balance between computational effort and accuracy [26], 
and the parameterization and model development process can
be largely automated, making them easy to apply quickly to
new cell geometries. In addition, models that have been shown
to work on different electrode chemistries are similar [27].
When using an ECM approach, it is important to consider the
underlying causes behind cell resistance. These are complex,
being present in both electrodes, electrode surface layers [28],
electrolyte [2], [4] and current collectors [29]. These 
contributions vary significantly in both magnitude and response 
time to current application [3], [4], and their dependency on
usage conditions such as temperature, current and State of
Charge (SoC) [1], [4], [21], [30]–[32]. It is important to link the
equivalent circuit parameters to consistent physical effects to
create a model consistent across the different operating regions
of a cell, even if the underlying causes are not specified. When
considering as a platform for degradation analysis this
modelling approach also makes sense, as it allows for alteration
of parameters for individual contributions to cell impedance,
allowing for a more comprehensive alteration of dynamic 
behavior due to degradation, without having to model the 
underlying electrochemical degradation causes.
The optimum number of RC elements to get a good fit has
been explored previously [25], [26] but often only at 1
temperature. With temperature the time constants and
magnitudes of resistance contributions change [3], [4], [21],
[24]. This paper shows that this must be considered, as cell
temperature can affect the number of significant resistance
contributions required to be modelled. To make a model 
represent consistent effects across a cells operating range, the
equivalent circuit structure must change to reflect this.
Common techniques for ECM characterization are through
using Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) in the 
frequency domain [33], [34] or through analyzing cell 
relaxation curves in the time domain [3], [32], [35], with some
techniques using both [36], [37]. Time domain testing has the
advantage it can be incorporated into testing that would already
be required for acquiring BMS data, eliminating additional
overhead required for model characterizing.
In this paper, a model is explained combining an informed
time domain measurement analysis process with a flexible
equivalent circuit modelling structure, adaptable to optimize 
for the presence of significant resistance effects in each
temperature region. This is supported by a parameterization
process, that informs both the required electrical model 
structure and circuit parameters across the different operational 
regions of the analyzed cell. During this work it was found,
based on interpretation of physical contributions to resistance,
that the structure of the electrical model should consider the 
capabilities of the input data and the changing characteristics of
the cell. A single ECM structure may not be enough over the 
operating range, particularly when accounting for temperature. 
The novel electrical model is combined with a thermal model
having geometrical structures corresponding to both cylindrical 
and prismatic formats. Both models are constructed to allow a 
1D nodal distribution of the active materials of the cell, chosen
in the direction in which thermal gradients are most prominent.
The paper is structured as such: Section II defines the data 
processing and modelling approach. Section III shows this
approach applied to an example BEV2 format cell, explaining
the model structure in section II. Section IV verifies the model 
results electrically across a range of conditions and cross-
validates circuit model conclusions through EIS measurements.
Conclusions are summarized in section 0.
II. MODEL AND DATA ANALYSIS APPROACH
A. Model Architecture
The model architecture, shown in Fig. 1, is a closed loop
interaction between electrical and thermal submodules with a 
defined interface. This allows flexibility to modify thermal or
electrical models in isolation. All modules in this paper were
developed using Matlab/Simulink [38]. It is important to
consider both the electrical and thermal behavior of the cell due
to their interaction effects. Cell resistance, capacity and Open
Circuit Voltage (OCV) [35] as electrical characteristics all 
depend on the temperature of the active materials of the cell, so
to be expressed across the cell’s operating range an accurate 
representation of this temperature is needed for correct 
estimation of load voltage and SoC. The reversible (entropic)
and irreversible (joule) heating of the cell are dependent on the 
SoC and load voltage drop of the cell, so need to respond to the 
changes in electrical characteristics. This has been accounted
for in the overall model by coupling the electrical and thermal 
models, allowing for the thermal model to adapt to the electrical 
characteristics SoC and voltage drop, and for the electrical 
model to respond to changes in active material temperature.
Recent research in battery cell behavior, particularly for
large, energy dense cells used in some automotive applications,
shows electrical and thermal states can vary throughout cell 
thickness [12], [39]–[41]. In extreme cases this causes
differences in lithiation across the active material ‘jellyroll’ 
[42], affecting cell performance and lifetime [41]. To account
for this, a 1D nodal distribution is incorporated into the
electrical and thermal models. An explanation of the underlying
approach is provided in our previous publication [25].
B. Thermal Model
The Thermal model is based around an energy balance
approach shown in (1), which shows net power transfer to an
Fig. 1 Model interactions and interface. Adjusted from [25] .
Thermal Model
Electrical Model
Current [A]
Air Velocity [m/s]
Ambient 
Temperature [K]
External Cooling [W]
External Inputs
Closed Loop 
Interaction Between 
Thermal and 
Electrical Model 
Components
 
 
 
      
         
    
       
     
        
      
     
       
   
           
     
         
    
        
         
      
      
       
  
     
        
      
  
      
        
      
        
          
    
   
      
       
       
 
    
 
   
 
   
 
    
  
     
         
         
       
     
       
    
        
     
      
     
       
        
          
        
       
    
        
        
      
     
       
          
      
    
      
       
        
       
          
        
        
       
    
        
        
    
    
     
        
   
      
   
  
 
   
        
         
       
       
    
     
   
     
        
       
    
        
      
     
      
3 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON TRANSPORT ELECTRIFICATION
active material node based on four main power contributions
for the cell. This is used in conjunction with the cell mass mnode 
and specific heat Cp characteristics, to calculate temperature
node
change over a given timestep. The power terms consist of
irreversible joule heating ?̇?𝑖𝑟 , reversible entropic power transfer
?̇?𝑒 , convection between the cell and environment ?̇?𝑐 and power
transfer due to external cooling ?̇? The thermal model has𝑒𝑥.
been explained previously in [25].
Irreversible heat generation is modelled using the resistance
input from the electrical model (2). Reversible entropic thermal 
power transfer is modelled by (3) [12], [43]. An exposed cell
thermally interacts with the environment through convective
effects, modelled by (4). This general equation has been used in
models previously [40], [44]. The cell surface convection
coefficient is modelled using known properties of air, taken
from [45], and relations for natural and forced convections for
either flat surfaces or cylinders, depending on cell geometry
[46]–[49]. The final term included in the heat balance is
external cooling, allowing simulation of power transfer from
external thermal management systems.
With the thermal model being largely based on physical laws, 
the information required for cell variation is low, requiring only
cell geometry, specific heat capacity, thermal conductivity and
entropic coefficient. Specific heat capacity and thermal 
conductivity can be acquired through simple, well known tests, 
manufacturer data or literature [44], [50]. The entropic
coefficient can be empirically calculated through analyzing
change in open circuit voltage with temperature, as a function
of SoC [40], [43], [44], [49], [51], [52]. As this would require 
very accurate true OCV readings across the measurement range,
the values representative for NMC/graphite were taken from a 
literature example that performed extensive testing [53]. For the
convection part of the model, several fluid properties were
required for air, which were taken from [45].
mnodeCp (TN-TN-1)=q̇ +q̇ -q̇ -q̇ (1)node ir ex c e 
q̇ =I2R [W] (2)
ir 
q̇ =Tcell∆S=-TcellI (
δVoc) (3)
e δT 
q̇ =hsAs(Ts-Ta) (4)c 
C. Electrical Model
An ECM approach was used for the electrical model for
reasons discussed in section I. The novelty of the approach is
the variance of the number of elements within the circuit. This
can either be 2RC or 3RC, depending on the current 
temperature the battery cell is operating within. The approach
to transition between circuits is to gradually reduce/increase the 
relevant RC element resistance from a known value in the 3RC 
range, to zero in the 2RC range, while correspondingly scaling
the capacitance to maintain the time constant between the
temperature thresholds defining 2RC and 3RC usage.
The parameters for each element change with operating
conditions, based temperature, SoC and applied current [54],
[55]. OCV depends heavily on SoC, and has mild dependence
on temperature [35]. There is a strong hysteresis effect of open
circuit voltage with current history [44], [56] with true OCV 
only occurring after several hours [57]. To account for
hysteresis, separate 2D OCV maps were implemented for
charge and discharge. A hysteresis function allows for gradual
transition to the true OCV using the approach shown in [55].
Alongside the model, an approach has been used for
parameterization to individual cell performance attributes and
to define the regions in which each model structure should be
used, as shown in Fig. 2. This approach uses curve fitting of cell
relaxation behavior through a least square regression fit. This
approach initially characterizes the cell through individual 
relaxation data points. Curve fitting however does not guarantee
physical representation in its results. To account for this, all 
datapoints at a given temperature are then compared to ensure
a consistent trend for each component. This process is done on
each datapoint using (5) for the 2RC curve and (6) for the 3RC
curve. The trends for each circuit are then analyzed, to identify
signs of over/under fitting and identify circuit is suitable for
each region. Analysis is performed to understand what the
curve fitting has identified and the model structure we should
use across the temperature range. If the process is evaluated
only from the RMSE of the curve fitting itself, an equivalent 
circuit model with more elements could give more accurate fits
to individual data points, but at the expense of losing the 
relationship to real physical/chemical phenomena. This can
cause inconsistency in the resultant maps used to express circuit
element values across the model, which would increase 
uncertainty between characterized points and remove
correlation to real behavior.
−𝑡 −𝑡
𝑉𝑠𝑖𝑚 = (1 − exp⁡( )) 𝐼𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 𝑅1 + (1 − exp⁡( )) 𝐼𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 𝑅2 (5)𝑅1𝐶1 𝑅2𝐶2 
−𝑡 −𝑡
𝑉𝑠𝑖𝑚 )) 𝐼𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 𝑅1 + (1 − ⁡exp⁡( )) 𝐼𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 𝑅2 += (1 − exp⁡(𝑅1𝐶1 𝑅2𝐶2 
−𝑡
(1 − exp⁡( )) 𝐼𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 𝑅3 (6)𝑅3𝐶3 
III. DATA ANALYSIS APPLIED TO BEV2 CELL RESULTS
In this section, the data analysis and equivalent circuit
construction approach is explained using the characterization
results for an automotive grade BEV2 cell, showing how data 
analysis was used to define the novel equivalent circuit
structure transition with temperature. Characterization testing
was performed at several temperature intervals between -25°C 
and +40°C. The model was characterized used a combination
of pulses and relaxations across a range of current, SoC and
temperature values, similar to that used in [55], [58] under
temperature control conditions that kept the cycled cell within
3°C of test target temperature in each case. This have a range
of usable data to perform the curve fitting and modelling
approach and analyze the results.
Perform Characterisation Tests across Condition Range
Curve Fit to all available conditions
Define Conditions for 2RC Define Conditions for 3RC
R0
R1 R2
C1 C2VOC VT
R0
R1 R2 R3
C1 C2 C3VOC VT
Transition strategy 
between RC
Fig. 2 Process for combining 2RC and 3RC Model
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To decide the ECM structure transition with temperature, it
was important to find how the time constants varied, and how
many effects were visible to analyze. Ohmic losses are caused
by the material resistance of the active materials [59], current
collectors [29] and electrolyte. Ohmic resistance can be treated
as instantaneous so does not need a capacitive effect modelled
but has some temperature dependence due to the changes in
conductivity of the electrolyte. Charge transfer impedance
happens at the interfaces between materials, and therefore can
occur at the surfaces of both electrodes, and the SEI layer. This
has a capacitive element and is therefore time dependent, but 
particularly for the SEI and anode can act very quickly which
may make it impossible to model effectively with practical data 
[2], [4]. Charge transfer has a very strong temperature
dependence in both time constant and resistance magnitude [4],
[21], [24] as well as a characteristic exponential dependence on
SoC [4], [21]. Impedance is also found opposing the diffusion
of Li-ions within the electrode and electrode bulk active
materials. These act over much slower time scales than other
effects, meaning they are will always be modelled as a dynamic
effect with capacitance [2], [4]. Between different cell designs,
the magnitudes and time constants of these effects vary. We 
know however that ohmic resistance will always be 
instantaneous, and diffusion will always have visible dynamic
behavior. To adapt the structure for each individual cell model 
therefore, two aspects must be investigated. The first is if the
diffusion and charge transfer behaviors are distinct enough to
be seen separately, and the second is if the charge transfer
resistance has a long enough time constant to be appropriately
modelled from the characterization data. As all resistance
effects are strongly temperature dependent, this must be
analyzed across the temperature range to see how the
appropriate modelling structure changes.
` The first step in this process was analyzing the resistance
results in the first observable datapoint after current is removed.
In this case after 5ms due to the 200Hz frequency range. This
gives information on the resistance contributions that have 
already evolved in this phase, and therefore will not be possible 
to quantify for the dynamic equivalent circuit elements. If the 
effects cannot be quantified in the time resolution applied, then
modelling them will not improve accuracy or physical 
representation of the system for the target applications. Once
this is performed, the dynamic results of the curve fitting are 
interpreted to identify parameter trends and `consistency
between different temperature points. The analysis of the 
available information is then used to define on the ECM
structure across the parameter range to ensure consistency.
First timestep resistance with SoC relative to the maximum
at that temperature across a range of temperatures at C/10
discharge are shown in Fig. 3. The charge results showed
similar trends. The following can be observed:
1. At very low temperatures <10°C, the first timestep
resistance is virtually independent of SoC.
2. At higher temperatures, a trend forms in which
resistance rises exponentially as SoC approaches zero.
The relative independence of SoC below 0°C suggests almost 
exclusively ohmic and SEI resistance contributions, known to
be SoC independent [4], [21]. As temperature rises the first 
timestep has an additional, SoC dependent contribution. This
Fig. 3 Discharge First Timestep C/10 Resistance relative to
maximum resistance with SoC at various temperatures
becomes apparent at 0°C and dominates at 25°C. This shows
the characteristic shape of charge transfer resistance of one or
both electrodes, which has a relatively fast time constant and
exponential increase at low SoC during discharge[2], [3], and
a strong temperature dependence [4], [21], [24]. Specifically, it
decreases in magnitude and time constant with temperature. 
This has model structure implications. Because the first
timestep is not always just ohmic, but also including charge 
transfer, the single resistor cannot be modelled independently
of SoC. The second, is that at low temperatures it is not present 
in the first timestep, suggesting it is detectable in the dynamic 
curve fitting analysis. As temperature increases it increasingly
shifts to a frequency undetectable by the testing sample rate. At 
higher temperatures therefore, less effects will be sufficiently
dynamic for observation in the curve fitting analysis.
Fig. 4 highlights when charge transfer significantly shifts
into the first timestep through showing a linear decrease in first 
timestep resistance until 283K (10ºC) at a consistent SoC of
80%. Above 10ºC, the trend reduces, indicating further
reductions of ohmic resistance offset by increased presence of
charge transfer in the first timestep. The trend suggests between
10ºC and 25 ºC is when charge transfer is significantly harder
to detect within the testing data measurement resolution due to
its faster time constant and lower resistance.
The curve fitting process was performed across the 
temperature, SoC and current range using both 3RC and 2RC
circuit architectures, shown in Fig. 2. Fig. 6 shows results for
C/10 at -10ºC and 40 ºC for the 2RC and 3RC circuit structures.
When comparing the -10ºC data, the 2RC curves do not show
distinct ties to a specific physical condition. It can be seen, that 
particularly for Time Constant of RC1 that over the SoC range
it spans multiple orders of magnitude (0.5s to 20s). An increase
in resistance and time constant is observed at around 60% SoC,
a sign of anode solid state diffusion [30]–[32] influencing
heavily both RC curves. It is also found that even when
optimized, the 2RC approach cannot generate a sufficiently
Fig. 4 First timestep resistance evolution with temperature at 
80% SoC, 12A discharge BEV2 cell
Linear 
region
Nonlinear 
region
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a
b
Fig. 5 Curve Fit Results in a mid-range SoC pulse with 2RC and
3RC circuits for (a) -10 ºC and (b) +25 ºC
accurate fit, suggesting it is not modelling all cell resistance
contributions, as shown in Fig. 5.
In contrast to this, the 3RC approach shows a sufficiently
good fit. Time constants of each RC circuit appear to be distinct 
orders of magnitude. The fast acting time constant of RC1 is not
visible in the 2RC results, and is a good candidate for charge
transfer due to its low SoC increase and time constant around
0.1s [2], [3]. The RC2 time constant shows relatively low 
sensitivity to SoC, which combined with its time constant range
could be electrolyte or positive electrode diffusion [2]. The RC3
time constant shows the peak of between 50%-60%, which
combined with the long time constants is a sign of solid state 
diffusion in the anode [30], [31]. The time constants show 
consistency and logical causes, suggesting 3RC is more suitable 
in this region. In the region of suspected anode phase change,
there is a slight influence on the second time constant, 
indicating an area this process can be improved in the future.
At 40 ºC, the conclusions differ. The 3RC no longer gives a 
clear distinction between time constants. The time constant for
RC1 spans more than one order of magnitude and does not show 
a clear trend with SoC. The second time constant also varies 
across a larger range than previously. The 2RC fit now shows 
consistency in its first time constant, and the expected spike in
the second time constant, suggesting representation of real 
physical effects. The first time constant shows the relatively flat 
resistance curve of either liquid diffusion or that of NMC, while
the second shows the characteristic peak associated with
graphite. This shows that the 2RC circuit is a better choice in
2RC
this region and that the time constant of the visible charge 
transfer resistance has decreased beyond that capable of being
modelled from the characterization data.
Illustration of individual curve fits for 2RC and 3RC
relaxation curves at -10°C and +40°C are shown in Fig. 5. At -
10°C there is a noticeable improvement from 2RC to 3RC in
the matching the real relaxation curve, particularly in the first 
800 seconds. At +40°C this is not the case, with the 2RC results
giving a slightly better fit than the 3RC. This further suggests
that 2 dynamic effects are visible at higher temperatures, while 
at lower temperatures there are 3. This vindicates the approach
to vary the ECM structure with temperature.
This conclusion is logical when considering the first timestep
analysis showed an additional effect move into the first timestep
range at higher temperatures. This same range is when the 3RC
circuit loses consistency in its shortest time constant. It could
be deduced therefore, that less physical effects are observable 
as temperature increases, so to keep the consistency of the
model, the 3RC approach needs to transition to a 2RC approach
to keep consistency across the operating range.
The first timestep analysis suggests transition between 10 ºC
and 25 ºC. The resultant time constant evolution is shown in
Fig. 7, which shows a comparison of the 2nd and 3rd RC time 
1st 2ndconstants of the 3RC approach with the and time 
constants of the 2RC approach at 40% SoC, 12A 40% SoC is
chosen to eliminate the impact of the SoC extremes and the
phase change region. We would expect all dynamic effects with
Li-ion cells to act with lower time constants as temperature 
increases [3], [4], [21], [24]. This is true for the 3RC time 
constants until +10 ºC, and for the 2RC at 25 ºC. A consistent 
trend is shown by transitioning across this temperature range,
and therefore this is the ECM structure developed for this cell.
IV. MODEL VALIDATION
A. Test Cells
Two automotive Li-ion cells were used for the verification
testing, both of Nickel-Manganese-Cobalt (NMC)/Graphite 
chemistry. The selection consisted of a BEV2 format energy
cell, also used in section III, and an 18650 cylindrical cell. 
Resistance and Time Constant Trends for 2RC and 3RC Circuits at -10°C and +40°C
3RC
-10 ºC
40 ºC
Fig. 6 BEV2 Discharge Resistance and Time Constant Results with SoC at -10°C and 40°C, 2RC and 3RC Circuit Structures
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Fig. 7 3RC, 2RC and model trends with temperature.
Temperature 
Control Plates 
(Temp Control 
Tests Only)
Li-Ion Cell
Fig. 8 Experimental Testing Setup Diagram
These represent the two extremes of automotive cell design,
showing the versatility of the presented approach.
B. Testing Approach
To support the modelling exercise, testing was performed
both to parameterize the model and validate its output.
For validation testing, the BEV2 cell underwent four
different test profiles, explained in Table 1. To test across the 
range of possible current magnitudes and directions, the first 3
tests used the Federal Urban Driving Schedule (FUDS), 
specified in [60]. The final test used a constant current charge.
The temperatures were chosen to test a range of conditions, with
25ºC and 40ºC testing the 2RC section of the model, -10ºC the 
3RC section, and the 5ºC test transitioning between the circuit
setups. After all tests, relaxation was performed to allow the
Open Circuit Voltage (OCV) to be compared between the
simulation and test, gauging capacity accuracy. An additional
test was then performed on the 18650 cell, using a Dynamic
Stress Test (DST) [60] profile in ambient conditions at initially
25ºC to show the models applicability to smaller cells.
Electrical testing was temperature controlled through
ambient temperature management and active thermal control,
using a setup as shown in Fig. 8 to maintain temperature 
conditions at +/-3ºC throughout. For the thermal testing,
cooling plates were not present, and the thermal chamber was 
switched off at test start. For all tests, the cell was soaked at 
initial test temperature at least 1 hour previously before testing.
C. Electrical/Thermal Model Testing Results
The tests are analyzed in the order in which they appear in
Table 1. The results for test 1 are shown in Fig. 10, which show
how the model performs over an individual FUDS cycle at 
40ºC, starting from 95% SoC during temperature-controlled
conditions. The model performs well, with the profile being
Table 1 List of Test Conditions
Test 1 2 3 4 5
Cell BEV2 BEV2 BEV2 BEV2 18650
Initial Temp 40 ºC -10 ºC 25 ºC 5 ºC 25 ºC
[ºC]
Temp Control Yes Yes No No No
Cycle Profile FUDS FUDS FUDS CC DST
Charge
Start SoC [%] 95 95 95 10 90
End Condition 1 FUDS V<3.5 V<3.5 V 16 FUDS
cycle >4.115 cycles
Average Error 0.0019 0.0057 0.0071 0.0041 0.0057
[V]
matched and simulation voltage being within 10mV of the test
data across the test. The SoC and OCV correlation also seems
to match well, with the relaxation at the end of the test being
within 2mV. The mean error across the test was 1.9mV.
For test 2 FUDS cycling was performed at -10ºC across a
large fraction of the SoC range, under temperature-controlled
conditions starting from 95% SoC, shown in Fig. 9. It can be
seen at low temperatures the voltage error can be larger during
high current cycling, but the mean error was still low, at 5.7mV.
After relaxation, the error reduced to approximately 3mV.
For test 3, the model had the additional task of estimating
temperature. As we do not have a method for measuring internal 
temperature, the method of verification for temperature was to
compare the expected temperature of the surface node, to that 
of the central temperature measurement of the cell. The results
for voltage and temperature comparison are shown in Fig. 11. 
It can be seen the voltage comparison is very accurate, being
within 20mV throughout (except for one instance) and average 
an error of 7.1mV. The model had an error of ~1.1mV after
relaxation. Surface temperature matched well, with error <1ºC
throughout, and a similar evolution profile.
Test 4 was designed to test the capability of the cell in two
aspects. The first is being representative of a charging profile,
in contrast to the driving profiles of the other tests, and the
second is allowing the cell to heat up and transition between the 
3RC and 2RC region of the testing. The results are shown in
Fig. 12. The voltage profile matches well during the test, with
the voltage within 15mV across the profile and an average error
of 4.1mV, with a post-relaxation error of <1mV. The 
temperature had 1.2ºC maximum error.
The above tests were performed on a BEV2 format high
energy prismatic cell. To test the adaptability of the model, an
additional test was performed on an 18650 cylindrical cell 
through a Dynamic Stress Test (DST) cycle, in non-
a
b
Fig. 9 Voltage Comparison (a) and error (b) test case 2
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a
b
Fig. 10 Voltage Comparison (a) and error (b) test case 1
temperature-controlled conditions starting at 25ºC. The results
are shown in Fig. 13. It can be seen the voltage and temperature 
profiles match well. This test does not have extended relaxation
data, but after 5800s (the last observable test point) the voltage
error is approximately 5.7mV. The average test error is 5.7mV.
The results show that a small voltage error can be achieved
across the temperature and SoC range, and that the approach
can be applied to two vastly different cells.
D. Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy Results
The cell cycling testing proves model effectiveness, but a 
separate method is required to validate the individual equivalent 
circuit elements within the model. EIS testing was performed at 
0ºC and 25 ºC across the frequency range of 10kHz-10mHz, at 
3.6V (corresponding to approximately 30% SoC) under
ambient temperature control conditions. These results were 
fitted to equivalent circuit models, with circuit characteristics
compared to our time domain results. This data was then used
to fit to 3RC and 2RC circuits using ZView [61]. The results
from the raw data and output from the ECM for 0 ºC and 25 ºC
in Table 2 and illustrated in Fig. 14.
At 0ºC a 3RC circuit is necessary to give accurate results and
each time constant is separated by at least one order of
magnitude. At 25 ºC the 3RC approach was found to over-fit, 
with overlapping time constants, while the 2RC gave 
comparable accuracy, and a more physically representative fit. 
This is coherent with the time domain measurements (TDM)
suggesting that the transition between the two-RC and the three-
RC models is based on underlying physical behavior.
The time constant values of each RC parallel at each
temperature are given in Table 2 for both the EIS and Time
domain measurements. The frequency and time datasets do not
cover the same range, but there is some overlap. Specifically,
the frequency domain will find high frequency results that the 
time domain cannot identify, while the time domain can
evaluate features with time constants beyond the largest EIS 
frequency, but the region of 200Hz to 10mHz (0.005s to 100s)
will allow for observation from both techniques for comparison.
These are shown as TC2 and TC3 in Table 2, which correspond
to RC1 and RC2 in the time domain model. The time constants
for EIS and time domain are comparable. It can also be seen,
that at 25 ºC, the EIS time constant for TC2 is 0.01s, which
would only be too fast for the time domain measurement,
explaining why it is not detected, validating the removal of that 
RC element at 25 ºC and above.
V. CONCLUSIONS
This paper demonstrates the accuracy and flexibility of a 
compact, fast calculating equivalent circuit Li-ion cell model 
that can be developed across the range of cell designs and usage
conditions expected in automotive applications. The influence
Fig. 11 Voltage Comparison (a) and error (b) test case 3. Surface temperature comparison in (c)
a
b
c
Fig. 12 Voltage Comparison (a) error (b) test case 4. Surface temperature comparison in (c).
a
a
b
b
c
c
Fig. 13 Voltage Comparison (a) and error (b) test case 5. Surface temperature comparison in (c)
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Table 2 EIS and TDM Results at 0 and 25ºC
Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy
Temp [ºC] TC1 [s] TC2 [s] TC3 [s] TC4 [s]
0 0.0017 0.05 76 ~
25 ~ 0.01 43 ~
Time Domain Measurement
Temp [ºC] TC1 [s] TC2 [s] TC3 [s] TC4 [s]
0 ~ 0.11 60.92 521.77
25 ~ ~ 37.03 384.96
of temperature on the required modelling structure was shown
as an essential consideration to give a representative emulation
of important cell behavior across the temperature range. This
was demonstrated by applying the data processing and
modelling approach to two cells at the extremes of automotive 
design: an 18650 cell and a BEV2 format cell, both
NMC/graphite chemistry. The model accuracy was shown
through voltage and temperature test and simulation
comparison during automotive representative highly dynamic 
drive cycles and constant current application across different 
temperatures. A discussion was had showing the physical 
justification of the model transition, which is the fact that while 
the ohmic and diffusion effects within a cell would follow the 
same model structure as temperature transitions, the fast acting
and highly temperature dependent nature of charge transfer
impedance leading to it being possible to model dynamically at 
low temperatures, yet appearing resistive at higher
temperatures, requiring a consequent change in model structure.
It was shown that the maximum mean voltage error while
testing the BEV2 and 18650 cell was <10mV and that the
voltage and temperature profiles matched well those of the real 
cell. In addition to accuracy, physical consistency in the circuit 
elements was an important part of the modelling approach. This
was tested by comparing the simple time domain approach used
for our modelling, with frequency domain EIS data to compare
the time constant values of the derived RC pairs. It was found
that both approaches give similar results, with the time domain
data finding an additional long timescale resistance effect.
The findings of this modelling process are important, as it 
shows that a single methodology, encompassing a testing,
analysis and modelling process, can be applied across the range 
of automotive cell formats and usage environments. What is
shown however, is that for this to be performed, a detailed
physical understanding is required alongside the mathematical 
analysis, to identify which features are necessarily expressed at 
given temperature points for each cell, to ensure a physical 
underpinning and associated consistency when evaluating
parameter changes across the operating range. With this being
-0.0002
0.0003
0.0005 0.001 0.0015 0.002
-
Im
 Z
 [
Ω
]
Re Z [Ω]
0  C
Experimental
Fitting
-0.00005
0.00005
0.00015
0.00025
0.00053 0.00063 0.00073
-I
m
 Z
 [
Ω
]
Re Z [Ω]
25  C   
Experimental
Fitting
Fig. 14 EIS Results and ECM Approach at 0ºC and 25 ºC
achieved, there can be confidence in using this platform as part
of larger vehicle modelling, energy efficiency simulations and
developing advanced control strategies requiring accurate 
representation of dynamic voltage behavior across a wide range
of design conditions and usage scenarios.
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